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Description

Need kernel gitbuilders for centos 6.3 or 6.4, Fedora18, OpenSuse 12.2 or 12.3 and sles11sp2.

The centos and fedora gitbuilders are probably the most urgent.

History

#1 - 05/31/2013 09:17 AM - Ian Colle

- Tracker changed from Bug to Feature

- Subject changed from Need kernel gitbuilders for rpm distros to Kernel gitbuilders for rpm distros

- Assignee set to Sandon Van Ness

- Priority changed from High to Urgent

#2 - 05/31/2013 10:14 AM - Sandon Van Ness

- Target version set to v0.65

#3 - 06/05/2013 07:05 PM - Sandon Van Ness

This needed centos 6.4 .I know it said 6.3 or 6.4 but we already needed 6.4 cloud-init support for other things so it made sense to finish that first. I

also had to make an image for fedora18 as well as the calxeda hardware deployment which all caused some delays on getting this going.

Anyway I did create the gitbuilder machines:

gitbuilder-kernel-rpm-centos6-amd64-basic

gitbuilder-kernel-rpm-fedora18-amd64-basic

and I have worked on modifications to the autobuild system for kernel rpm builders but its still has a decent way to go. I will try to work on this some

on Friday if I am feeling up to it after my eye surgery on Thursday. I will also hit up Gary to see if he can take a look if he has any spare time in the

meantime as I believe he is the one who did all the rpm work with the ceph gitbuilders so he might be able to implement it quicker/easier than I could.

#4 - 06/21/2013 01:43 PM - Sage Weil

- Status changed from New to In Progress

#5 - 06/21/2013 01:45 PM - Sage Weil

- Target version changed from v0.65 to v0.67
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#6 - 07/29/2013 10:28 PM - Sage Weil

- Priority changed from Urgent to High

#7 - 01/31/2014 01:13 PM - Ian Colle

- Project changed from sepia to devops

- Target version changed from v0.67 to v0.77

#8 - 01/31/2014 01:23 PM - Ian Colle

- Target version changed from v0.77 to sprint

#9 - 02/08/2014 01:56 PM - Sandon Van Ness

- % Done changed from 0 to 90

Forgot to update this as it was getting pretty late last night. I got gitbuilders up for:

rhel7beta

rhel6 (6.5)

centos6 (6.5)

fedora19

fedora20

The rhel7 (which was also the first one I was working on) was giving me tons of issues with the machine randomly thinking it ran out of space (the

only XFS one and probably something to do with prealloc) and randomly hanging in the middle of the build. Luckily a kernel I built manually earlier

went through and after installing a bleeding edge kernel I built earlier the machine started working just fine.

I have all my changes in the fab but I need to clean up a few things and get it comitted before I mark this as closed.

#10 - 02/14/2014 01:38 PM - Ian Colle

- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

Removed requirement for SLES/OpenSuse. Therefore, completed.
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